
‘i’ pron list: 

 

/i/                                                 /ai/                                    /i:/ 

modernism  (ism)                modernize  (ize)                 modernity 

industrialist  (ist)                  industrialize (ize)               industry                                                                                             

limited                                    I’ll                                         employee/ divorcee/ interviewee 

chemist                                  icicle                                     icy    

analyst/ analysis  (-sis)        analyze                            

middle                                    mice/ ice 

business                                 bicycle                                beer 

fill                                            file                                       feel 

irregular (irr)                         iron                                     irregularity (-ty) 

illiterate/ill   (-ill)                  island                                 illiteracy   (-cy) 

imagine (-ine)                       bright (- ight)                     brightly (-ly) 

income                                  final/ find  

idiot                                       idea/ideal   

idiotic (-ic)                           item                                         

driven/written                    drive/write 

million                                  microwave 

live                                         life/lives                           leave      

         

                                                                                                        

Mixed 

itinerary                   /ai/  /i/  

identify                  /ai/  /i/  /ai/ 

identity                 /ai/  /i/  /i:/ 

divide                   /i/  /ai/   

Imagine this idea: An idiotic chemist, with a busy itinerary, driving on the ice in the middle 

of the night on an island divided by a river.  The chemist is going to do a final analysis on 

some items of iron for an industry which they want to modernize and computerize. But he 

can’t find his files as a million questions about his identity fill his mind.  



‘Ough’:   

 

Look at the words in the box below: 

 

 

 

 

 

Match the sound of the words in the box, to the words below:   

 

Puff   - enough 

 Off  -  

Blue - 

Uh – 

Now - 

Port -  

No -  

Cup  -  

 

 

 

Now read this text aloud: 

It had been a tough day, especially as I hadn’t bought enough food for my walk, and even 

though I still had a long way to go. Anyway, at least I’d brought some water with me.  The 

country road was rough, but although I was tired and hungry I fought to keep going.  I passed 

a ploughman in a field and then reached an old farmhouse that I thought was empty. But 

when I heard someone cough I decided I ought to do a thorough search. I went through every 

room. Finally, I reached the kitchen where an old woman was making dough. The place 

smelled of fresh bread. She gave me a fresh bread roll, which I ate so quickly I immediately 

got hiccoughs. 

 

 

 

enough       ought   through    thought    bought      

fought     although     rough     thorough   dough 

tough     though        cough       hiccough   plough 



Word stress: 

 

2 syllables:   Find the rule.  

To record a record 

To produce a product 

To object to the object 

To present the present 

To refuse the refuse 

 

3 + syllables: Find the rule. 

Information, television, politician, radiation, decision, medication, limitation 

Idealistic, realistic, optimistic, monotheistic, analytic, hypothetic, critic, energetic 

Decisive, reactive, proactive, collective, massive, directive, abrasive, 

 

Meticulous, scrupulous, famous, infamous, poisonous, ridiculous, torturous 

Evaporate, certificate, authenticate, collaborate, congratulate, indicate, stipulate 

 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

Which word, or words, would you stress in these sentences: 

 

“To be or not to be that is the question.”     (see here: https://vimeo.com/174434551) 

“Yesterday, all my troubles seemed so far away.”    (Beatles) 

“I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted in the American dream.” (Martin Luther King) 

The train arrives at 6 o’clock 

What message did Brian give?  

You might have told me!    

Let’s eat Grandma!                              

2 syllable verbs – stress on the …. syllable 

2 syllable nouns – stress on the …. syllable 

 

How does the position of stress change meaning? 

     Which sentence is lacking punctuation?  

https://vimeo.com/174434551

